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Abstract. Clinical features  of depressive disorders in patients with brain tumors. Ogorenko V.V. The aim of the 
study was to examine the structure of psychopathology and clinical features of depressive disorders in patients with 
brain oncopathology. Polymorphic mental disorders of various clinical content and severity in most cases not only are 
comorbid to oncological pathology of the brain, but most often are the first clinical signs of early tumors. The study was 
conducted using the following methods: clinical psychiatric, questionnaire Simptom Check List- 90 -Revised-SCL- 90 -
R, Luscher test and mathematical processing methods. Sample included 175 patients with brain tumors with non-
psychotic level of mental disorders. The peculiarities of mental disorders and psychopathological structure of 
nonpsychotic depressive disorders have been a clinical option of cancer debut in patients with brain tumors. We found 
that nonpsychotic depression is characterized by polymorphism and syndromal incompletion; this causes ambiguity of 
diagnoses interpretation on stages of diagnostic period. Features of depressive symptoms depending on the signs of 
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Abstract. State of catecxolaminergine systems of the brain in forming of sydnocarb psychosis. Al Nasir Eiad, 
Kharaponova H.B., Alnukari Abdul Karim, Demchenco H.N., Drozdov A.L. Violations of mnestic reactions are 
one of substantial signs of disorders of nervous activity. On the basis of it, as a criterion of forming of experimental 
psychosis, in our supervisions, the state of processes of conditionally-reflex memory was studied in rats. To cover up 
mechanisms of derangements of conditionally reflex activity in the process of forming of psychotic symptomatic 
